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SELECTED ASPECTS OF THE HEI,FING INTERVIEW 

Social workers. psychologists, and counselors partici

nate in many types of activities in fulfillin~ their roles 

as helpers, but they sp~nd more time in interviewing than in 

any other single activity (1517). Therefore, the interview is 

one of the helping person's most imnortant tools. 

Interviewing has been likened to a "professional con

versation" or a conversation with a purpose (12.8, 15s8). 

Unfortunately for the beginning interviewer there is no set 

of rules that can guide him through his first "professional 

conversation." Interviewing takes place between unique human 

beings, and ther~fore cannot be reduced to a formula. This 

is an important concept to remember while reading this paper. 

Because of the importance of the interview to the help

ing professional, this paper is devoted to selected aspects 

of the interview which includes a) mutual concerns of the 

interviewer and interviewee, b) the physical environment, 

c) body language. and d) silence in the interview. The 

author attempts only to provide general guidelines on these 

topics because of the uniqueness of each interviewer and inter

viewee. 

MUTUAL CONCERNS OF THE INTERVIEWER AND INTERVIEWEE 

The counselor and counselee have separate and distinct 

roles in the interview, yet they share many of the same con-

1 
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cerns related to the counseling situation. For example, use 

of first names, hOW to dress, and length 0f the interview are 

issues of equal ccncern to the interviewer and interviewee. 

On the other hand, how to handle interruptions is more a con

cern of the interviewer, and privacy and confidentiality will 

be of utmost concern to the interviewee. 

Privacy and Confidentiality 

~any times the interviewee doesn't realize the interview 

is a confidential conference and that there are laws to nro

tect his privacy. The counselee should be made aware of these 

facts. He will feel less trre2tened once he knows the inter

view is confidential, enc this will facilitate communication. 

However. the counselor should honestly specify at the outset of 

the inte~'view the limits of confidentiali ty that can be ob

served. Not everything said in a c()tlDseling situation can,:be 

kept confidential. For exam~le, social workers, doctors, and 

many other ~elping people are required by law to report child 

abuse. By beinf honest with the client qnc giving him this 

information, he will be more inclined to be honest with the 

interviewer (15:54, 25: 46). 

Many agencies have their own rules with regard to pri

vacy and confidentiality. For example, it is not uncommon to 

have a rule against removing records from the of~ice. Once 

the records ~aVF left t~e office they could easiJy get lost, 

and confidentiality would be betrayed. It is the interviewer's 

responsibility to make sure ~is records are kept private and 
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not to misuse the confidences of his clients. It may seem 

harmless to tell coworkers incidents from an interview, but 

this should be avoided. This gives the impression that the 

confidence was not taken seriously, and it also suggests that 

the attitude toward the client is condescending (12:58). 

Without privacy and confidentiality clients would not seek 

out helping nrofessionals to whom they could reveal their 

thoughts and feelings. Yet. knowing that the interview is 

nrivate is only one factor that 8.ffects communication. The 

next section deals with an opposite factor, one that is not 

conducive to communication--interruntions. 

Interruptions 

A general rule to follow is to avoid as many interruptions 

and interferences as possible. One way to do this is to let 

others know you are interviewin~ and don't want to be disturbed. 

Telepbone conversations should also be avoided. Messages can 

be taken ani calls can be returned later. If it is an emer

gency, the interviewer should let the client know that the 

interruption could not be avoided (1,4). 

The more interruptions there are, the more the flow of 

the interview will be disturbed. If the interruptions take 

precedence over the client, he will begin to think he is not 

important to the counselor. The degree to which disruptions 

will affect the interview will depend on the frequency and length 

of the disturbances, how the client views the interruptions, 

and how the interviewer handles them (25:94) •. Interruptions 
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can be awkward, but thp skillful tnterviewer wi11 be able to 

handle them gracefully with practice. Another disconcerting 

situation is the topic of the followinp ~ection--salutations. 

Shol'ld the counselor and counselee greet eacl; other informally 

witr first ~ames or formally with last names. 

Salutations 

fhe use of first names depends to a great extent on the 

type of ~ettine one is in and on the relationship between the 

interviewer and t~e client. It is never acceptable to call 

the adult client by his first name and expect him to address 

the interviewer with his last name. This implies that the 

interviewer is in the sunerior position and the client is in 

the inferior position. It therefore creates a situation 

where the interviewer is looked upon as an adult and the client 

feels like a child. If first names are to be used, both the 

interviewer and the client shoulrl use each other's first 

name (28114). 

When the client greets the interviewer in a formal manner 

and the interviewee greets the client in an informal manner, 

this creates a psychological distance between the two. In 

the ensuing section on clothing,this same phenomena is discussed 

with regard to wearing apparel. Clothes and expensive jewelry 

which accentuate the difference between an upper-middle-class 

interviewer and a lower-class interviewee can increase the 

psychological distance between tr.e two just as differences in 

salutation can. 
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Dress 

Since most p8.rt~~ of (~ur rodies are covered with clothes, 

our first impressions of a per~on are influenced more by the 

clothes he is wearing than any other single thing about him. 

Clothes can be studied fram a greater distance than facial 

expression and can cive information on age, sex, occupation, 

nationality, and social s~anding. Thus, this allows one to 

adjust his behavior toward a person before having ever spoken 

to him (9 I 15) • 

The only clear guideline with regard to clothes is that 

the interviewer's dress shoul~ not impose an ohstacle to com

munication with the client. This means that the interviewer 

needs to take into consideration the expectations of the client. 

It is probably best to project as neutral an image as possible. 

One never knows how a pol i tical button will a "feet an inter

viewee. At the very least, one nee~s to be aware that such 

items do have their effects (15:281, 28:1)). 

Although the clothin~ of an interviewer may have an impact 

on the client, a study conducted by Stillman and Resnick showed 

that the impact may be very small and insignificant. Each of 

the fifty subjects that took part in this study participated 

in a twenty minute interview with either a professionally or 

casually attirerl counselor and then responded to the Disclosure 

Scale and the Counselor Attractiveness Rating Scale. No sig

nificant differences were found. Results indicated that 

counselor attire had little effect on a client's disclosure 

or hi:::, Derceution of th!c' counselor (30:)48). Just as there 
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is disagreement in the research literature on the affects of 

counselor attire, so there is also disagreement on the optimum 

length of an interview. The next section broaches this sub

ject and presents several author's opinions on this topic. 

Length cf the Interview 

It is usually ~est to inform the client of time limits 

and let him know he will h~ve a srecified amount of time that 

he mayor may not use. This removes ambiguity. and the client 

doesn't feel that he is b:posing on the interviewer. A know

ledge of time limits makes for different use of time by both 

the client and tbe interviewer. It seems that the knowledge 

of time limits motivates the client Rnd the interviewer to be 

more sr·ecific and concise in working on the problem s1 tuation 

(12:55. ;:'8:40). 

Since time limits are necessary in the Western world, 

considerations of Rge, ethnic b8ckground, and urgency of 

problems are the foundations for arranging time limits. An

other element to consider when planning the interview is the 

degree of fati~ue which may be noticeable in the client. The 

attention span of the interviewer should also be considered 

(25:145) • 

Alfred Benjamin suggests that thirty to forty-five minutes 

is long enough for an interview. He says. "What is not said 

during this period would probably remain unsaid even if the 

interview time was extended" (ls17). Annette Garrett, in her 

book Interviewing: Its rrinciples and Methods, states that 
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interviews should be no longer than an hour. Longer inter

views exhaust both the client and the interviewer (12:56). 

Margaret Shubert takes a broader position and recommends 

somewhere between forty-five minutes and an hour and a quarter 

(28:39). 

:~ven though these authors have different ideas on what 

the optimum length of an interview is. most recommend a wra~

i'p period. TI-- is is Fenerally a ten rrinute neriod where no 

new fY!aterial is begnn. rhey also recommend the interviewer 

t~ke a few minutes bptween each interview to think over the 

interview and note any significnnt aSTlects of it. The inter

val between interviews can and shoul~ be used t clenr one's 

mind and to prepare for the next Derson (12:56. 25:181). 

The first spctior of this paper dealt with personal con

cerns of the interviewer and interviewee and how this af

fected the counseling at"-'ospr:ere. lrivacy and confLientiality. 

interruptions. salutations, dress. and length of the intrr

view were the su~-tonics discussed. The second portion takes 

a less nersonal viewpoint and deals with the physical en

vironment in which the interview is conducted. 

THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT 

There is growing awareness in the architectural profes

sion that buildings. both the interior and the exterior. need 

to be designed and furnished with the group or individual who 

will 1::e using the building in mind. Similarly. psychologists 

have become aware of how the physical environment affects 
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hUman behavior. This area of psychology whose focus is on the 

relations~ip between the p~ysical environment and human be

havior is called environmental psychology (14,9). 

Architects and TIsycbologists ~ave joined forces in re

cent years in order to detErmine how buildings influence be

havior. For a long -::ime psychologists and architects have 

known that people's r-eact:ons to all environments fall into one 

of two categories, annroach or avoi~qnce. They also know 

that physical settings evoke such r:uman responses as attitudes, 

values, desires, and expectancies. What they don't fully 

understand is what causes an approach or avoidance reaction, 

and why some rooms cause positive attitudes, values, desires, 

and expectancies,qnd others cause negative feelin~s (5:70, 

19:), 24:28). 

This section is devotpd to t~e physical environment in 

which the interview takes place and how a~ interviewer can 

enhance the counseling atmosphere by being aware of how r,is 

office affects the behavior and attitudes of his client. 

~ore specifically, this section is sub-divided into five sec

tions which include: a) privacy, b) what office decor can 

convey. c) proximity and configuration, d) furniture and 

furniture arrangement, and ) other mechanics. 

Frivacy 

A private and relaxed atmosphere is the best type of 

setting in which to conduct an interview. Although ~olahan 

four:d that counselees are as responsive verbally in private 
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and nonprivate settings, their convers~tion becowes less per

sonal when their privacy is invaded. That is, the counselees 

begin to discuss the experiences of people in general or third 

parties rather than their own personal experiences. Holahan 

also found some evidence that suggests t' e negative effects 

of invasion of privacy may be decreased through ~he use of 

partitions. Partitions in an open concept office can increase 

psychological comfort if not actual privacy (12:55, 14:99,107). 

Often clients have come a long distance to get to the 

interview, and many times they have their children with them. 

If clients are likely to be accomnanied ~y children, a sep

arate playroom and toys is the ideal solution. This pro

tects the client's privacy and allows him to Rive ~is full 

attention to the interview since he doesn't have to take c~re 

of the child (151116). Frivacy is important in getting the 

interview off to a good start, but it is only one factor in

fluencing the interview. The next section on office decor 

is another factor that can help or hinder an interview. 

What Office D~cor Can Conve~ 

': he wayan office is designed and decorated will convey 

the value,s of the interviewer. Furthermore, the symbolism 

that a client ffiay rea~ into the wayan office is decorated 

will influence the social contact that is made with him. For 

example, is the interviewer's office designed so that there is 

a barrier between the client and the interviewer? This can 

be a physical barrier, such as a desk, or a psychological one. 
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A psychological harrier can be built up if the interviewer 

decorates his office with very expensive art objects that 

serve to e~phasize the gap in socioeconomic status between 

the interviewer and the client. This may make the client 

feel inferior and hinder communication (5:67, 4:90). 

10 

T~e goal is to provide an atmos~here that i2 conducive 

to communication. Thus, one's office should not be over

whelming, noisy, or distracting. rowever, a professional 

atmosphere need not impede the interview. The interviewer's 

professional equipment need not be hidden. What the client 

should not see, such as the files of another client, should 

be put away before the interview begins.(Is)). The attitudes 

and values of the interviewer can be transmitted to the client 

through office decor. The spatial arrangement of the fur

niture can also reveal the same affects. This is referred 

to as proxiTity and configuration and is the theme of the 

next section. 

Froximity and Configuration 

Proximity and configuration are two factors that influ

ence social encounters. "Proxemics relers to the way man reg

ulates the spatial features of his environment and the impact 

of that environment on ~is behavior." Therefore, whether we 

meet or not is related tG pro~imity. Configuration determines 

how well the meeting goes. Seating positions, angle of com

municators, an: he!1d to head distance between conversation

alists are directly related to the configuration of a meeting 
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place, and should be part of the criteria for designing 

places where people come together (5:51, 13:319). 

11 

Metrabian and Diamond found that interviewers and inter

viewees who sit closer together are more likely to communi

cate, and t~e more direct their orientation is to one another, 

the more likely they are to talk (22:28A).Furthermore, the 

distance between thE' interviewer cmd the interviewee should 

not be so great that the interviewer cannot reach over and 

touch the interviewee if this sl'.ould prove .1esirable. In

creasing distance between the interviewer and client makes it 

more likely that the interviewer will miss the subtle changes 

of expression on the client's face (15:116). An interviewer 

with a ~nowledge of proximity and configuration and how 

this a~fects the interview process will think twice before 

haphazardly arranging his office furniture. Therefore, the 

next section on furniture and furniture arrangement is a 

natural comolement to this section. 

Furniture anrl Furniture Arrangement 

Furnishings for offices should be of good quality and 

similar to those used in other offices. For example, material 

such as leather is appropriate yet not pretentious. Smaller 

items, such as knickknacks and pictures, should reflect the 

general tastes of the clients using the office. This gives 

a sense of familiarity and is therefore more relaxing to the 

client (4:9S). 

Osmond coined a term "sociopetal" w~ich means bringing 

people together. A greater amount of conversation and more 
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intimate conversation will occur in a room in which the furn~ 

ture is arrangeo. in a "sociopetql" way. In other words, con

versation is facilitated when chairs are dra~1 together in 

clusters (241256). 

The desk is usually the focus point of an office and 

is an important part cf the office furnishings. A desk may 

prove to be a barrier for a feeling of intimacy, yet some 

interviewers are more comfortable behind a desk. The inter

viewer who chooses to sit behind a desk should realize t~at 

the desk can become an obstacle that blocks nonvrrbal com

munication. For example, a desk between the participants 

of an interview means that the lowFr part of the body js un

observable. Gestures of the ccun~~elee such as foot tapping, 

hands clenched tightly in the lap, and clasped knees are 

masked from view (25:94). Other options are to face each 

other wi thOllt a desk or to place the chairs at a 90
0 

angle 

with a small table near hy. With this arrangement, the 

interviewee can face the interviewer or look away easily. 

The table fulfills ~or~al functions or at least doesn't get 

in the way. The arrangement and kind of chairs used, straight

backed or upholstered, should be determined by concepts of 

comfort as well as the feelings and needs of the client and 

the interviewer (25:94). 

Eaase ::md Di~:attia studied counselor and client preferences 

for interview seating arrangements by using four pictures of 

a male and female talkin~ to each other. The most preferred 

position, as indicg+e~ hy ~oth counselor and client, was the 
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one in w~ich the participants interact over the corner of the 

desk. Talking over tbe corner of a desk is somewhat open yet 

provides a partial barrier. Other choices were across a 

desk, chairs directly facing each other, and chairs at a 450 

angle with no desk. 

Counselors also preferred angled chairs with no desk 

while clients preferred this the least. Inasmuch as this 

seating arrangeMent is frequently fcund in counselor's offices, 

this causes one to speculate about the client's reaction to 

being maneuvered into a situation where the furniture is ar

ranged for the comfort of the counselor and not for the client 

(13:J2J). In any interviewing situation it is best to have 

the client as comfortable and relaxed as possible. This may 

mean that the office furniture should be arranged in a manner 

not preferred by the interviewer. Other mechanics of the 

office atmosphere such as lighting, temperature, music, and 

pictures need to be pleasing to the client in order that the 

interview gets off to a good start. 

Other Mechanics 

There are otter mechanics involverl in the physical ar

rangements and furnishings of the office such as lighting, 

temperature, pictures, and music. Is there too much light 

or not enough light? Should one rely on sunlight or electric 

light? And is the light shining in the interviewee's eyes? 

These are a few of the questions that need to be considered 

with regard to office illumination. There should be enough 
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light to allow nonverbal communication to be seem clearly. but 

there shouldn't be so much light that it hurts the eyes. Using 

sunlight or electric li£'"ht is largely dependent on weather 

conditio~s and if the interviewer is fortunate enough to have 

an office wit I a window (15:116). 

This writer could find no author who was brave enough 

to state what the ide8] temperature of ;1 room should be. Each 

person f,as r'is or her own room ~ emner~ ture preference, and it 

is unlikely to coincide with so~eone else's. fi general rule 

is to keep the humidity around 50% and the temperature some

where between 700 3nd 750 (24:476). 

When decoratin~ the office with pictures, one net'ds to 

consider the affect they ~ay have on the client. Are they 

provoki~g, calming, or stimulating. Fictures in the room where 

the interview is to be conducted should be neutral (15s117). 

~usic can cause the same emotions as pictures. Loud, 

fast music has an arousing quality. whereas slow. simnle, soft 

music tends to lower arousal levels and give a relaxed feeling. 

lhe more pleasant the music, the more likely one is to dis

play approach behavior (19149). 

Mintz and Norbett conducted a study designed to see what, 

if any, effects a beautiful or ugly room would have on people. 

Ugly rooms caused such r0actions as monotony, fatigue, head

aches, sleep, discontent, irritability, hostility, and avoid

ance of thp room. The beautiful room caused feelings of com

fort. pleasure, enJoyment, importance, energy, and a desire to 

continue activity. Therefore, one can conclude that the ap-
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pearancE~ of a room can have significant effects upon persons 

exposed to them. This means that the beauty of a room, or 

lack thereof, can have grlve implications for the outcome of 

an interview (23:465). 

There is ~o doubt that the nhys5cal environment influ-

ences people's behavior. People adjust to the environment 

without being aware that they are doing so. Humans have be-

come so adept at acrom~odating to their environment that the 

com~lex social adjustments involved require no conscious de-

cision. Generally our phy~ical surroundings don't enter into 

our awareness untiL problems are encountered with them. It 

is only wh(~ temperature, sound, li~ht, space, colors, and 

other design and structural aspects of the physical environ-

:nent deviate from what we are accustomed to t!-:at the environ-

ment intrudes upon our consciousne~s. 

T};E sec"nd IT'3.,lor .;>ortion of this paper --leolt 'Nith tr,€: 

physic[:l sCT·~i~V~ iT~ which t}~e interview takes place. Irivacy, 

what of!icE :ecor can convey, proximity and configuration, 

furniture 2~ct furniture arrangement, and other mechanics were 

the SUb-topics discussed. In the third section, the fascina-

ting area of n0nverbal communication will be introduced. 

r~ONVERBAL COMMUNICATION 

Freud once c::Hnmented thatl 

"He who has eyes to see and ears to hear may convince 
himself that no mortal can keep a secret. If 
his lips are silent he chatters with his finger-
tips; betrayal oozes out of him at every pore." (10,94) 
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It is tl e cc,r."enSl'S of those pr,)minent i:'1 the field of 

nonverbal communication th8t onp c:~r' infer feelings t""lore 

accurately througr body lar,guage than tipoken communication. 

16 

Although nonverhal behavior is limited in range, it usually 

is uspd to communicate feplings, 1 . lr . 
~, 1 .. 1 n, ~;. 

It reinforces or contradicts the that are communi-

cated verbally. Even t~cug~ body l~n~uage is less subject 

to deception than other tynes of communication, it is pos-

s i ~le for one nonverb2.1 "Iessage tn con tr8ri ict another. 

Al-:hOUt:::l~ tller-e have :)een rapid advances in recent years 

in the information or; nC\1iverbal com~ut)ic;J. ti;:m, one cannot 

reliably orpiict it's ~eaning. Ghen ascribing meaning to 

nonverbal events, one must consider the context in wtich the 

events 02cur ~nd the verb~l accompaniments. It is t~e con-

text tf:at riv('S TTe;FiY1g t() th", nonverbal co:nmunication (15: 

269,27P.). l'his concert should be kept in mind whell reading 

the followinp sub-sections on nonverbal communication Wi ich 

include: 8: ~he importance of nonverbal communication, b) 

body orientation, c) relaxation, d) the face, e) the eyes, 

f) the voice, g) distance, and h) deceit. 

~he Imnortance of Nonverbal Communication 

Nonverbal communication conveys much information if one 

knows what to look for. Touching. facial expression, tone of 

voice, spatial distance from addressee, relaxation of ~os-

ture, rate of speech, number of errors in speech, changes in 

size of pupils, tensing of neck muscles. slight changes in 
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skin coloration, and changes in respiration are just a few 

examples of nonverbal communication that one should be con

scious of. 

17 

Why should one be aware of nonverbal b~havior? For the 

interviewer, n~mve~bal co[:,r:,unic:1t:'nr: i:: a sirnificant factor 

in the cGunseling situation. Nonverbal behavior is indic~tive 

of the state of the relationship. It may communicate what 

tte interviewee cannot bring himself ~o say, and it can pro

vide information about feeling~ t~at are unconscious to the 

interviewee. 

So much interest has been ~enerated in the area of non

verbal communication that 3 forMula for predicting its con

tribution to the total imp3ct of a meSS3Fe has been worked 

out. Albert ~ehrabian, a prominent researcher in nonverbal 

communIcation, has developed this equation: Total Impact = 

.07 verbal • .38 vocal + .55 facial (17:53). According to 

this equation, one can see that 93% of a message's impact 

is nonverbal. Even allowing for a large mar,oin of error, 

one cannot deny the importance of this type of communication. 

Now that the significance of nonlinguistic behavior has been 

demonstrated, it is time to look at S8me of the specifics of 

this behavior. 

Body Orientation 

Body orientation refers to the deo:ree to which a commun

icator's shoulders and lefs are turned in the direction of, 

ratber than away fro~. his aridressee. Body orientation can 
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serve as an indicator of communicator attitude or status. 

When addressing a higher status addressee, body orientation 

is more direct (21:)66). Mehrabian found that the various 

indexes of orientation of a communicator toward his addressee 

can be summarized in tf'rms cf shoLlder orientation alone. 

Shoulder orientation is most direct for neutral addressees, 

least direct for disliked addressees, an~ moderately direct 

for liked addressees (20:28). 

Low can this inforrn'ltion he useful to an interviewer? 

First, tbe body orientation of bis client will give t~e 

interviewer a clue as to how comfortable the client feels 

about the interview and what }-is attitude iJ)ward the inter

viewer is. Lhe client's horly orientation will probably 

change as the interview progresses. If Ue interview is going 

well, his body orientation should become more direct. Secondly, 

the interviewer can use his own body orientation to become aware 

of his feelings toward the client. If progress is not being 

~ade in the i~terview and the i~terviewer notes that he has 

a very indirect body orienta tion towarCl flis client t the 

nroblem may l'e tl-'at tl;e interviewer is not as accepting of 

his client as he shoul~ be. Once the interviewer is aware 

of this, he can ~ry to change his attitUde or refer the 

client to someone else who will be better able to help him. 

For the interviewer, body orientation is an important ~ay of 

getting in touch with ~is own feelinrs as well as the feel

ings of his client. The ~~me is true for body relaxation. 
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Relaxation 

Several unpublished experiment~ conducted by lV:ehrabian 

suggest that the following body positions define relaxation: 

sideways lean while sP8t~d, rpclining angle, leg-position 

and arm-nasi tion aSYll1rretry. arm O;)0nr.ess. ~; lot of pesturing 

and rocking, and lower r8te~ of swivp' wi ile seRted in a 

c hair. 

A number of recert findings indicate that ~ smaller re

clining angle of a c()r.',rcunic~itor w!-'il· ~;eatpd, and therefore 

a smaller degree of trun~ relaxation, communicatps a more 

posi ti ve a tti tude. For example, ;,';ehra bian foun(l that botr. 

Male and female addres~ees inferred 8 marl negative attitude 

when the communicator was leanin~ tackward qnri away from them 

than when he was in a forward leaninF position. 

Eody relaxation seems to e~hibit 8 linear relation:tip 

with statu~ a? follows: there i~ 8 ~igh ~egree of relaxation 

with a 10",- s ta tus aj clressee, a mndera te d er:ree of re 18xa tion 

with a high-st~tus a~~ressee, and a r intermediate rlegree of 

relaxRtion with peers. Whit tt'is means for the interviewer 

is that although lie may feel v8ry relaxed in a" interview 

situation, chances are th3.t his client perceives him as 

being of bigher status, and the client is therefore not re

laxed. It is important that the interviewer be aware of the 

tense feeling of his client in order that he can do every

thing Ie car. t~, make U .. s client feel comfortable. The in

terview wi~l not be productive until uo~h are relaxed and 

comfort~hle (21:369-371). These first sections on nonverbal 
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communication have focused ~rirnarily on the body. Although 

t~e face is considered part of the human bnjy, it generally 

receives and deserves ~recial ~ttention. Therefore, the next 

few sUb-sections will focus on trlP fc-ce 8.nj t~le information 

crnveyed by it. 

The Face 

There is disagreerr;ent in t,;c ~"cientific ceJmmuni ty about 

which is mes";:, important in judging nonveru>lJ. cOP1munieation-

facial expressions or body acts (7: 7 25.11:711). Kadushin 'be

lieves that the part of the body tb,at offers tLE' greatest 

number of cues is the f(lee. The face can't be covered up 

with clothes like the rr:st of tho hody and is therefore more 

open to observation (15:~72). Even though facial expressions 

are more open to otservation. they are very brief. One must 

attend closely to the fac~al expr0~stons of Brother person 

in order not to miss them. Facial exoressions t~3t last 

only a fraction of 8 sec~nd are called micro-expressions, 

while the mere usual rraero-expression lasts only a few seconds. 

A study in wr~icr' college students were used as subjects 

supported the idea nf' f'lcial cues bein£! the most important. 

These suhjects weighted them more heavily than vocal cues, and 

the latter more heavily t~an the content when inferrinr the 

attitude of one person toward another (29:412). Another study 

on facial an~ hodily cues of genuiness, e~pathy, and warmth 

suggestert that therapeutic attitudes are communicated through 

nonlinguistic beh~vior. rasking parts of pictures showed th~t 

2u~jects are responsive to facial r2ther than bodily cues (26: 

236, 27: 234) • 
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The f3ce has been known to portray six major emotions-

happiness, saddness, surprise, fear, anger, and disgust. Al

though other emotions are protrayed they have not yet been 

firmly established. No matter what the exact number of emotions, 

tLey are sl'Own primari 1'1 in the fRee, not the body. The body 

only shows hOW people Are coning wi~h the emotion (8:7. 14, 22). 

Some ~eneral information about facial cues has been given in 

t~is section, an~ the importance of the f~se in nonverbal com

munication was dernnnstrRtej .• ':'I-e r'F~xt sec'-inn takes a closer 

look at the face. 

The Eyes 

Two ~ajor functions are served by eye cont~ct, the re~u

lating function suer as ref~1l1atinp; the initiation or the 

termination of verbal exchanres, anrl the expressive function, 

that iE, attitudes th=1t are communicated thr.,ugh varying 

degrees of eye contact. Since the theme of this section is 

nonverable communicati~n, the second function will be emph~sized 

(~1:;~3). 

Just as body orientation and relaxation are related 

to status rel~tionRhiDs. ~o is eye contact. Eye contact with 

an addres,~ee is a funct ion of the :-:: til tllS of th8 t person. 

Eye contact is moderate with a very hi~h-status HrldresRee, 

at a maximum with a moderately hi~h-status person, and at a 

minimum with a very low status addressee. 

Direct pye eontnct, along with leanin~ forward and a warm 

s~ile are inrl~c3tivR of interviewer warmth. On the other hand, 

lookin£': away and leaninv clway are assceia ted wi th interviewer 
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coldness. Although direct eye contact is usually a positive 

thing. constant eye contact can indicate disrespect for the 

other person's privacy. It is intere~tin~ to note that re-

moving sunglass~s sivnifies openness while the removal of 

corrective 'enses may inrticate wit~rtrawal since less can be 

seen with the glasses off (15:271-273). 

If th~ interviewer 1lses eye ccntact to his advantage, 

he can convey warmth, empathy and attentiveness to his client. 

The interviewer can also recognize some of the feelings of 

his client by being aware of his eye contact. Another way of 

recognizing emotion is by listenin~ to the voice. 

The Voice 

The voice is very emotional. It can break, tremble, 

choke, or b~ full of sighs. It can be flat, neutral, unex-

pressive or controlled, anc it can te energetic or apathetic. 

Tre way in which the voice can convey different emotions is 

as fellows: 

1. Anger is usually expressed nonverbally as loud, 
fast speech with short Dauses. 

2. Grief and contempt is shown by slow speech with 
a lo~ of pauses. 

J. ?ear is exp~essed in a high Ditched voice. 

4. nnxiety is shown by a quavery voice, repetition 
of words, unfinished sentences, and stutt 0 ring. 
~~e rate of sDeech increases and there are more 
ncnpurposive body movements. 

5. Depression is characterized by a low speech rate 
with lots of silences. 
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6. qesentment is characterized by the use of 0 lot 
of gestures. In fact, more gestures are used 
whe~ expressing resentment than when expressing 
any other e~otion (15:269) 

Referrin~ to ~ehrabian's formula for the total impact 

of 8. m~ss:~ge, (TI = .07 vcr'cal + .18 vocal'" . 55 facial), 
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one om see that 8.. ~ub!"tantial nortion of the i:nnact iR vocal 

(17:53). Thus, the voice of the interviewer and the inter-

viewee are very imt'ort8r.t to the communication }OlrOCeSs and 

shouldn't be overlooked. The voice can convey many emotions 

and is a good indicator ~f which emotion is being expressed. 

Something that isn't very often thought about, distance, can 

also convey one'8 attitllde toward another person. 

Distance 

In the Unite(! Sta:es, 6"-18" is consinered to be inti-

:nate, JO"-L!Q" is casual, whiJe ','-12 feet is social, and 30 

feet on Ul' is Dublic dist,mce. If a communicator exceeds 

"': ~~e d i:3 trinC e wr; icr. i s appropriate to a given soc ial si tua-

tion or trie8 to maintnin a smaller distance, then a negative 

attituje can be inferred by r.is addressee. The distance be-

tween a com~unicator and an addressep is correlated with the 

degree of negative attitude communicated to and inferred by 

+he addressee. Attitudes that are inferred by distance are 

com~licated hy the fact that different countries and nation-

alities have different intimate, casual, social, and public 

distances. It is important for the interviewer to be aware 

of this fact and nnt to infer a negative attitude toward nor 

be of~endeo r,:v rt client who is use to rii1"ferent social distance::'. 
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This is a good example of how a person's body language is not 

indicative of his attitudes or feelings. One must be careful 

when making inferences from borly language because, as was 

mentioned in the introduction to this section, it is possible 

for ncnverhal :--ei".avior::o t~ be decE':itful (21:362). 

Deceit 

Althru~h body language is les~ subject to deception than 

other types of communication, it is possihle for one nonverbal 

message to contradict another. When this occurs, areas of 

the body that transmit tbe least information are more inform

ative wLen it comes t r .. deception. For example, when a person 

is deceitful his feet and legs should be the most informative 

about the emotion ~e is concealing, then his hands, and finally 

r is face .tihy should this '::e so? H-ere is J;K'l~e ;".warf:ness aru 

control of body areas that transmit the most information. 

Therefore, facial cues are less likely to be useful when trying 

to detec~ deceit because there is fre~ter awareness and con

trol of thE" MeSSCiiTeS thTt tr.e face transmits (15:285. 19:85, 

99). 

Yes, t-ody lanc-uage can be deceitful, but an experiment 

carried out 1-,y Paul Ekman showed that facial expression and 

body posi tion spontaneol~sly shown {~''rinp an interview are not 

random :::tctivity, but have communicative value related to the 

verbal :iE'i,a','ior (6:301). Another study done by Dopan Cucelogla 

s how eel tha t fairly well structured code exists when encoding 

or decoding a :acial expression 2l.110 this supports the idea of 
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nonverbal communication as a valid one ():407). Silence can 

be considered another form on nonverbal communication, but 

this writer felt it deserved special attention. Therefore, 

the forth and final porti2n of this paper will deal with si

l~nce in the interview. 

SILENCE I}I TIlE I:'-lTEEVIEW 

Freud thought of the counseling interview as a "talking 

cure." Talk is tbe raw material for the work of the inter

vi~w. Consequently. the absence of talk seems to thwart the 

purpose of the interview. However. one must remember that 

sil~nce is a communicative gesture. Sometimes silence may 

be more effective for aChieving the purposes of tre interview 

than conversation. 

Every interviewer will have to deal with silence. In 

time he or she will beco~e comfortable with it. but only the 

skillful interviewer will be able to detect what different 

silences mean and then be able to utilize these times to make 

progress in the interview. Having knowledge of silence in the 

interview will make the interviewer better able to deal with 

it. T~erefore, this spction has been subdivided into: a) in

terviewer comfort with silence, b) resuming the conversation, 

and c) different kinds of silence, with the hope of giving 

t~e beginning interviewer some basic idea of what is known 

about silence in the interview. 
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Interviewer Comfort With Silence 

Eastern cultures are use to the quiet of meditation. 

In "Nestern cultures, I~owever, silence is a mark of incompe-

tence. It is no wonder then that interviewers feel uncom-

~crt~tle with silence. Cften t~ey c~rsi~er it destructive or 

indicative that the client is hclding back, resistant, or un-

~otivated. There is no doubt that silence should be valued 

more than it is. With time, an interviewer will learn a 

me2sure of confidence t~at will allow ~im to listen to his 

client's silence and allow him to Der~it a productive silence 

+ +. 
~o ccn"lnue. There is a point, however, where the conversa-

ticn will ~ave to resu~e (25:164, 1:24, 15:193). 

Resuming the Conversation -
'!'he"e d.e nc r\lle~ to follow fo~' je t '~mini rw, hoVl lon,:; is 

too lO~lg ~1 :::-erio,} for silence. But as lonp as the silence 

is cor;:rr,unicating snmething and is not frirhtenin;;:r the c1ient, 

it is not ~armful. 1~. was found that an interviewer c~n in-

crease or decrease the duration of an utterance of a client by 

increasing or decreasinr ~lis own utterances. The average 

length of an utterance can be increased by head nojding and 

s:lying "Mm-Hmm." Bandura explained this phenomena in terms 

of modelin? (lh:64-66). 

If the client initiated the silence, the interviewer should 

1 et Lim assume the res :-Ionsi [)i li ty for resuming the conver-

satior. Tirdall and ~obinson fcund that if the counselor 

waite·:] silently until the counselee rW'umed the burden of the 
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conve~sation, tte counselee would rcsponrt with a statement of 

~is problem or introduce new and pertinent information. How-

ever, if the counselor takes over tbe responsibility, he will 

most likely fill in with inconsequential talk (31:139). 

Since tl~e normal role relationship between the interviewer 

an~ t~e interviewee is listener-talker, silence on the part 

of t}le interviewer acts as a stimulus to encourage the inter-

viewee to continue talking. Most interviewee's will recognize 

tl:eir role responsibilities and will begin to talk. However, 

if the interviewee needs some direction, a silence will only 

compound his uncertainty. It is important to remember that 

not only is it the job of the interviewer to help the inter-

viewee resume the conversation, but also to help ~im under-

stand what prompted the silence. 

Wolber~ has developed a list of graded responses to si-

lence in psychotherapy t~at is equally applicable to any 

helping interview. To a silence of five seconds or longer 

Walberg sug~ests the followingl 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Say "mmhmm" or "I see" and then wait for a moment. 

Repeat 3nd emphasize the last word or the last 
few words of the patient. 

Re~'eat and emphasize the entire last sentence 
or recast it as a question. 

If this is unsuccessful, summarize or rephrase 
the last thoughts of the patient. 

Say "and" or "but" with a questioning emphasis, 
as if something else is to follow. 

If the patient still remains silent, the thera
pist may say, "You find it difficult to talk," or 
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"It' s hard to talk. " This focuses the patient's 
attention on his block. 

In the event of no reply, the following remark 
may be mane: "I wonder why you are silent?" 

8. This may be succeeded by. "There are reasons 
why you are silent." 

9. Trere-;fter the t}1erapis t may remark, "Perhaps 
you do not know what to say?" 

10. fhen: "Maybe you're trying to figure out what 
to say?" 
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11. Th ismay te followed by: "Perhaps you are upset?" 

12. If still no response is forth coming, a direct 
attack on the resistance m~y be made witr. 
"Perraps YC:l are afrain to say wrmt is on your 
mind?" 

13. T'te next comment '~if,ht be: "Perhaps you are 
2 fraid of r"Y react ion, if YC'lJ sa,'" wha t L:: on 
your mind?" 

14, Finally if silence continues, the theranist 
ma\, remClrk, "I wonder if you 8re think irll': 
nbout me?" 

15. In the ext~emelv rare instances where the 
patient ccntinues to remain mute, the tbera
nist should respect the patient's silence 
~nd sit it out with him. Under no circumstances 
should he evid~rce anger with tte patipnt by 
scolding or rejecting him. (32:164). 

Different Kinds of Silences 

Silence is a communicative gesture, and it can convey 

many of the interviewee's feelings or mood. It is up to the 

interviewer to de~uce what each silence is communicating so 

he will know ~ow to react. Following is a short description 

of several kinds of silences. 

"".esisting 

In a r~sistin~ silence the client may feel that the in-

terviewer is ~rohin~. He may be slowing his opposition to 
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the authority figure the interviewer represents, or he may 

not fee~ ready to talk about wlat is really on his mind. On 

tJ1e part of a client whc is forceri to come in for an inter

view, his silence may klve the nature of an attack. He may 

wit1ihold information needed to c('r:riuct the interview and in 

t~is way show his opposition to it (1:25. 15:196) 

The interviewer may find t1w resisting silence the most 

difficult to handle because he can interrret this type of 

silence as a personal attack or a rejection. However. the 

interviewer should avoid a response that s~ows he is being 

perscmally at tackeo. ;,e T'light respond with something 1 ike, 

~I don't mind t~e silence. I do f 0 e1 vou are rAsentipg me 

in some way. Wish you could tell me about it so we can deal 

with it ... (2S:16?) 

'!' oe ing-t r,e-fflark 

In t his t yn e c' f s 11 en c e i tis not ur' 11 sua 1 to h a ve a c 1 i en t 

w: 0 views the interviewer-interviewee relationship as a parent

cl~ild relationship. In this case the client is probably quiet 

because he feels he should speak only when spoken to. Under 

these circumstances the interviewer ~ust try to make the 

client feel as comfcrta~le und relaxed as possible and encour

age him to express his feelings (25:165). 

Sorting-ou t 

Sorting-aut silence nermits the interviewee to sift 

trrough [,ie, thoughts and feelings. It is a thinkinp; silence 

wl:ich is reflective in nature and is usually very productive. 
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It usually occurs Rfter a client has finished talking about 

an emotional experience. This silence should be respected. 

Words will only hinder (1:24). 

Organizing 
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This type of silence is als() known as "he8c1 work silence." 

Tr.e interviewer or t:-:e client orgar.izes his answer, puts his 

thoughts in logical sequence, or sUT:\"arizes his thoue;ht,", 0 

f....r orga::1izinr,: silence is usually followed by a res-catemer.t or 

a further elaboration of the ~oint just made ()1:137). 

Searching 

The searching silence is characterized by indecision. 

The interviewee's role is very complicated and dernandin~. 

r:e may be at a point where he doesn't know wr,icl' direction 

1-e wants to take or ;,tl'ic~- tonic he wants to pursue fir-to 

His silence is an expression of hlS indecision, and it gives 

\-:irr. tirr,e LI l'PsolvE' \ is nncert3.ir.ty. A searcriq~ pause c~m 

also be cause~ by emntion~l involvement with t~e ~opic. The 

client may ~p ppttinr too close to the real source of the con

flict. ~t l~ best not t8 rush this type of silence because 

cften the client i8 trying to decide what he thinks and feels 

~,eforp re c·;-tinues. Int~-'rclT'ting will destr()y his train of 

t ! 0 ug h t (J 1 : 136 t 1: 25) • 

Defe!1sive 

Silence can also be used as a defense. Not puttin~ 

thoughts and feelings into words makes them easier to deny. 
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The client may be afraid of bein~ rejected if he voices his 

feelings. h clue ~o this type of si"ence mHy lie with the 

material which was being discussed i~mediate1y preceedin~ 

the silence (25s166). 

Confusing 
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A general rule to follow when th~re is a lull in the con

versati8n because cf c0nfusion is the shorter the silence the 

better. The interviewer should try to alleviate t~e confu-

sion as soon as he can. .'-\ s}ort statement such as "Wh<lt 1 

" s I: (":.1 J 1 d s u f f ice (1: 2 5) • 

Soliciting 

In this type of silence the c0 1;nselee wants a reaction 

fro: the counselor such RS approval, ativice, or informCltion. 

The interviewf'e will usc' tl;e silence to force the interviewer 

t·.) answer r~is question Or" provoke some resronsf' from H'.e in

terviewer (Jl:13~). 

R etrea t ing 

A common l;ind c'f silence is called rptreating silence. 

T~is occurs when bot~ i~terviewer and interviewee speak at 

the S8me time. ('ften just a smile and a nod fron: tre inter

viewer will suffice to get the conversation started again. 

If not, a brief statement like, "Sorry I got in the way. Go 

ahead.", wiJl remed:1 V-Ie situation (25:167). 

Tf:rminating 

narely is there any de~ree of emotional involvement in 

tris type cf pause. This is R nothing-~lse-to-sRy kind of 
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silence. The topic is finished, and it is natural to be si

lent when ending one part of a conversation. After this type 

of silence one should move on to a new topic or review what 

has been said (31:137). 

There is no doubt that silence is an important part of 

ev~ry interview. The lulls in conversation that most inter

viewers feel uncomfortable with are an intricate and valuable 

part of the interview. Silence permits the work of synthesis 

to occur. It reduces tension, allows sorting out of feelings, 

and allows one a chance to gain his com~osure. Cook demon

Etrated the importance of silence to the interview. l:e found 

that continuous speech (only 0-3~ of the total time was spent 

in silence) was found to occur in interviews that were not 

very successful, while a lesser percentare of speech was char

acteristic of successful interviews (2,44). 

CONCLUSION 

Each of the selected aspects of the helping interview 

that has beer dealt with in this paper has one thing in com

mon. rhe focus is not on what is said in the interview, but 

rather on other mechanics of the counseling atmosp·'ere. It 

is Dossible for the nonverbal components of an interview, such 

as the pbysical setting or the clothes of the interview~~'lto 

have more of an i~pact on the interview than the verbal com

Donents. At the very least, an interviewer needs to be aware 

of these nonverbal components and their possible ramifications 

on the outcome of the interview. 
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